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Abstract
Visual storytelling is a powerful tool for Cultural Heritage communication. However, traditional authoring tools either produce
videos that cannot be fully integrated with 3D scanned models or require 3D content creation skills that imply a high entry
barrier for Cultural Heritage experts. In this paper, we present an image-supported, video-based authoring tool allowing
non-3D-experts to create rich narrative content that can be fully integrated into immersive virtual reality experiences. Given
an existing 3D scanned model, each story is based on a user-provided photo or system-proposed image. First, the system
automatically registers the image against the 3D model and creates an undistorted version that will serve as a static background
image for the story. Authors can then use their favorite presentation software to annotate or edit the image while recording their
voices. The resulting video is processed automatically to detect per-frame regions-of-interest. At visualization time, videos are
projected onto the 3D scanned model, allowing the audience to watch the narrative piece in its surrounding spatial context. We
discuss multiple color blending techniques, inspired by detail textures, to provide high-resolution detail. The system uses the
image-to-model registration data to find suitable locations for triggers and avatars that draw the user’s attention towards the
3D model parts being referred to by the presenter. We conducted an informal user study to evaluate the quality of the immersive
experience. Our findings suggest that our approach is a valuable tool for the fast and easy creation of fully-immersive visual
storytelling experiences.

1. Introduction
Visual storytelling has become an effective way of conveying information in a variety fields, including education [Zip13], marketing [WG14], digital media [SH10, LRC12, TRB∗ 18], and research [DJFT∗ 17, DDS10, LH18]. In the last few years, there has
been a remarkable interest in the application of visual storytelling
in Cultural Heritage (CH), as demonstrated by the increasing number of museum exhibitions offering emotion-provoking interactive
digital stories, as well by the projects and publications on the subject [Val16, RDA∗ 17, RBO∗ 19, ROB20, KAD∗ 20, KTP∗ 20].
Advances in 3D scanning technologies have lowered considerably the budget required to create high fidelity 3D reconstructions
of existing cultural monuments and sites [BR02, GBS14, Rem11a].
These digital models are a perfect companion for digital storytelling, as they provide information on the context of the presented
cultural heritage objects, events, and characters [ROB20].
The creation of interactive visual stories often requires substantial efforts from a multidisciplinary team involving experts
from computer graphics, animation, visual arts, film directing,
and human-computer interaction [ROB20]. For some cultural heritage topics, the creation or compilation of the digital assets supporting the story is complex enough to merit the contribution
from such multidisciplinary teams. Examples in the intangible
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heritage domain include stories about dances, crafts, and traditions [SRH∗ 20], where the production stage involves graphics design, 3D modeling, and computer animation, at significant levels [RDA∗ 17, ROB20]. Unfortunately, this kind of storytelling is
limited to selected projects due to time and cost limitations.
The simplest and cheapest storytelling scenario we can imagine involves just the CH expert. This often implies that authoring
tools must be limited to either software explicitly designed for CH
users (3DHOP [PCS18], Cher-ob [WSA∗ 18] and Aïoli [CCDL∗ 20]
belong or are close to this category), or widespread, simple-touse tools such as 2D presentation software (e.g., MS Powerpoint,
Keynote) and image editing tools (e.g., GIMP, Paint.NET, Pixlr).
On the other hand, the presentation of some cultural heritage
knowledge requires simple visual support, and digital assets can
be reduced to a single image for each story. Stories about still (although evolving) cultural heritage, e.g., mural paintings, are good
candidates for such simple visual support.
With this premise in mind, we present a method for the easy
creation of visual storytelling content, whose only requirement
is the availability of a 3D scanned model. We wish the authoring tool to require an effort similar to preparing or presenting
a short (a few minutes long) online lecture or virtual seminar.
In this situation, authors mostly rely on their voice, presenta-
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tion, recording/streaming software, and image support. Our approach is related to 3D tools for annotation and documentation for
CH [SML17, WSA∗ 18, PCDS20, CCDL∗ 20], which also seem to
be gaining interest from the community, since a part of the presenter task will be drawing the user attention towards specific parts of
the 3D model.

Before the VR exploration, the system analyzes the video to detect image changes (e.g., a drawing stroke) of the current frame
with respect to the reference image and previous frames (Section 3.5). This way, the system extracts a per-frame region-ofinterest (ROI), which is represented by a single point. Users are
supposed to be looking at the projection of this point onto the 3D
model.
At VR exploration time, the system uses a depth-aware, projective texture mapping approach to project the current video frame
onto the model. For those fragments within the camera field of
view, the fragment shader combines the color of the 3D model, the
video frame, and the reference image to produce the final fragment
color (Section 4.1).
Users can freely navigate the model (and in VR, physically walk
and look around). We observed that it is required to draw the user’s
attention, at any given moment, towards the 3D location focused by
the narrative. We thus use a configurable avatar (e.g., a virtual laser
pointer) to guide users towards the ROIs (Section 4.2).

Figure 1: Overview of the proposed method.
An overview of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1. The
presenter (e.g., CH expert) starts by providing the photographs that
will be used as a visual aid for the story (Section 3.1). Alternatively, the system can provide a collection of renderings of the 3D
mesh from which the user can choose. In the former case, the userprovided images are registered against the 3D model (Section 3.2),
and the estimated camera parameters are used to undistort the images. Each story will use one of these undistorted images as a reference.
Ideally, the content added on top of the image during the presentation should avoid large depth discontinuities and large surfaces
seen at a grazing angle from the camera. As an orientation, the
system computes a depth image of the model from the estimated
camera position. It uses its gradient to provide the presenter with a
visual indication of which image parts are more suitable for drawing on top of (Section 3.3).
The presenter then uses any presentation software to tell the
story, using the undistorted image as background (Section 3.4).
There are almost no limitations on what the presenter can do during the presentation; he or she is free to, e.g., highlight, point, draw,
select and edit parts of the background image (e.g., painting on top
of it), or add text and pictures. The only thing to keep in mind is
that, at visualization time, the video contents will be projected onto
the 3D model surface (using the estimated camera parameters). For
this reason, it is not recommended to modify the view of the background image (i.e., avoid zooming and panning).
Another option, which we did not implement yet, is to have realtime feedback of the video being captured, showing it projected
onto the 3D model. This would require a second monitor since presentation software usually runs at full screen.
Once the presentation has been recorded, the presenter’s work is
done. Notice that the resulting video is useful per-se but lacks the
spatial context to create a more engaging experience.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work on 3D model acquisition and registration, as well as
interactive storytelling. Section 3 details the methods used at authoring time. Section 4 discusses the real-time rendering of the stories. We present our results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude and
discuss future work in Section 6.
2. Previous work
2.1. 3D model acquisition
The 3D scanning process involves a sequence of steps that include
acquiring the geometric shape and surface detail of an existing
object or site. The shape is often captured using physical techniques [BU11], which result in range images of the target model.
These may be obtained from laser scanners, structured light, and
time-of-flight equipment. Simultaneously, using commodity digital
cameras, we may capture color images of the same model. These
can be registered to the shape and used to improve the model’s
surface detail and recover its color properties. This basic pipeline
and the different capture techniques and algorithms it includes have
been extensively studied [BR02]. It has applications in the digital
reconstruction of cultural heritage [Rem11b, GBS14], even enriching the resulting models using old photos [FK18]. However, most
of this research focuses on the digital capture of real models, not
on its potential augmentation and the possibility of enabling users
to associate information to it in a narrative way.
2.2. Registration
Each acquisition approach has its advantages. In the case of LiDAR, the most mentioned one is its ability to penetrate vegetation,
making it ideal for the generation of Digital Terrain Models. Nevertheless, when used in combination with other techniques, the LiDAR model can complement them, providing a good base shape.
This may still require the registration of multiple LiDAR datasets,
which may come from a diversity of platforms, and different times
and locations [CCL∗ 18, ZGZ∗ 19, DLY∗ 20].
Better results may be achieved by combining LiDAR point
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clouds with those obtained from photogrammetry. Directly registering both types of point clouds presents several challenges.
Variation in density and scale between datasets, noise, outliers,
and missing data make this process difficult. It is still possible to
use the Scale Iterative Closest Point (SICP) algorithm to register
datasets from different sources [SPT15]. Another option is to employ robust statistics to explore the space of similarity transformations [AGV∗ 14]. It is also possible to represent each dataset
with a graph of its micro and macro structures. This representation can be used for their preservation and the matching between datasets [HZF∗ 17]. Unlike ICP and statistical-based methods, robust descriptors can be defined that facilitate matching a
photogrammetry point cloud to a region of a laser-scanned model.
Once such a potential match is identified, a finer registration technique may be applied [HZW∗ 17, HFW∗ 19]. We cannot assume
the CH expert will provide enough photographs to create a full
photogrammetric reconstruction. Therefore we directly register the
user-provided images against the LiDAR model [SF16].
2.3. Storytelling for CH
Rizvic et al. [RDA∗ 17] present a comprehensive set of guidelines for interactive storytelling. We summarize below those aspects more related to our approach. The experiences should use
narration for graphics content (instead of text), present the material in short units, and let the user control them. One of the major
drawbacks in existing experiences, according to the authors, is that
stories are too long to keep the user’s attention. Apart from the
narrative, pictures, and sounds influence the attractiveness of the
stories. Human elements (e.g., hand drawing) create warmness and
thus enrich online stories. Finally, HCI experts point out that objects that trigger some action should be clearly emphasized (users
often do not find triggers for all stories). Moreover, narrative content should be integrated with the 3D geometry. Notice that our
approach adheres to all these guidelines.
The process of creation of interactive storytelling content often requires a substantial effort, especially when extensive modeling [Wan18], 3D computer animation [KTP∗ 20, RDA∗ 17] or even
filmed actors [RBB∗ 19] are required to communicate, e.g., the
story of fictional characters.

2D/3D annotation over CH models. The authors point out that it
is much easier to select the annotation on a 2D media than on the
3D model; if images are registered with the 3D model, image pixels of the image can be bound to model 3D points. Aïoli follows
this approach, allowing users to select the image better, showing
the region to be annotated, transferring annotated regions onto the
3D model, and back to other photographs also showing the region.
Our method also follows this 2D/3D hybrid approach, but with a
different purpose (storytelling vs. documentation for analysis and
conservation) and tools (any presentation software can be used).
Balsa et al. [RAMG15] propose view-aligned annotations to enhance the exploration of CH models. Their exploration system allows authors to select the views to be annotated. Annotations (PNG
images) are then created using a drawing application. Annotations
are structured into a graph, whose nodes store the surface seen
from the particular viewpoint, the annotation image, and an authordefined importance. Graph edges describe the amount of dependency between nodes, allowing authors to describe the preferred
order of presentation. At runtime, users get adaptive guidance towards interesting viewpoints and information nodes.
Jaspe et al. [VPGG19] present a web-based framework for exploring CH data organized into multiresolution image-based layers.
At authoring time, each layer is associated with an overlay image
pyramid containing visual annotations (automatically-computed or
hand-drawn by users with standard image editors). Annotations for
different resolution levels can differ to accommodate various levels
of abstractions.
3. Authoring stage
3.1. Photo selection
The process starts when the CH expert takes a small set of photos
that capture the CH objects that are part of the narrative, e.g., specific parts of a mural painting. Alternatively, she might select a few
photos from those taken to transfer high-quality color to Lidar 3D
scanned geometry. If none of these photos are available, the system can provide a collection of renderings of the 3D scan model to
choose from (and thus, the registration and undistortion steps below are not required). In the rest of the paper, we will assume that
the CH expert can provide her own photos.

2.4. Annotation and documentation in CH
Storytelling with 2D/3D supports is closely related to 3D annotation and documentation. Software designed specifically for
CH often allows users to annotate the models. Examples include Agata [SML17], 3DHOP [PCS18], Cher-ob [WSA∗ 18] and
Aïoli [CCDL∗ 20]. Examples outside CH include [LBM17], where
user-shareable, view-aligned annotations are used for 3D medical
data visualization.
Ponchio et al. [PCDS20] review and characterize several approaches proposed in the literature to manage annotations over geometric models. They propose a new annotation scheme that uses
3D data to characterize the annotation region and companion rendering algorithms, to address fragmentation and annotation transfer
issues.
Croce et al. [CCDL∗ 20] also review and classify approaches for
© 2020 The Author(s)
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3.2. Image-to-model registration
User-provided photos must be registered against the 3D model.
This step will estimate the camera parameters used to find a suitable
location for the story triggers and avatars, and most importantly,
project the story video onto the 3D model. Here we describe an
approach based on Open Source Structure-from-Motion software
(COLMAP [SF16, SZPF16]).
We assume we have an available meshed model for the CH object of interest that has been obtained from point cloud C, which
resulted from the union of a set registered scans from locations
S
Q ⊂ R3 , namely C = q∈Q Cq . In our examples, we captured the
clouds using a Leica RTC360 scanner, registered them using the
Leica’s Cyclone tool and meshed them using Poisson Surface Reconstruction [KH13] implemented in Meshlab [CCC∗ 08].
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The first step consists of generating a cube map for each different scan location q within the 3D model (Figure 2). In our tests, we
sampled the cubemaps directly from the equirectangular panoramas provided by the laser scanner equipment. This just involves
converting from spherical coordinates to 3D coordinates and then
to cubemap coordinates. Alternatively, if the scanning technology
does not provide these panoramas, they could be generated directly
from the point clouds [CACB17]. Panoramas (and thus cubemaps)
are already registered with the 3D model.

Figure 3: Sparse point cloud, cameras corresponding to cubemap
images (in blue) and estimated camera poses for user-provided images (in red).

Figure 2: Sample panorama and extracted cubemap images (Sant
Quirze de Pedret mural paintings at Museu Diocesà i Comarcal de
Solsona). The image corresponding to the cube’s bottom face is not
used as it shows the scanner tripod.
The next step is to extract features for all the cubemap images.
The feature extractor software (COLMAP) is configured to use a
simple pinhole camera model with known parameters. For a W ×W
cubemap image, its focal length is W/2, and the principal point is
located at (W/2, W/2). Although we know the ground truth extrinsic
parameters of the cubemap images, we still use photogrammetric
software to match features between the cubemap images and create
a sparse representation of the model [SF16]. The steps above must
be executed only once; new user-provided images will be registered
incrementally against this initial sparse model.
For each user-provided photo(s), we run the feature extraction and matching steps and then register them against the existing sparse model. Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters are estimated
for each new image, and the formers are used to produce the final undistorted (corrected spherical distortion) photo(s). Figure 3
shows the estimated camera poses for a collection of user-provided
photos.
Additionally, photographs made with high-quality cameras can
have higher definition and sharpness than the mesh color extracted
from the panoramas provided by the scanning technology. Hence,
if enough photographs are taken, these can be projected onto the
mesh to compute a high-detail colorization (Figure 4).
3.3. Gradient image
The video that will be created will be projected onto the 3D model
as if a projector displaying the video was placed at the estimated
camera pose (Figure 5). This projection has minimal distortion for

Figure 4: From top to bottom: Original mesh color (extracted from
the panoramas captured at scan time), sample photograph registered to the geometry and resulting color from projecting the different images onto the mesh.

those faces facing the projector. Distortion increases as the surface
normal deviates from the projector’s view direction. On the other
hand, a continuous drawing in the video images is not guaranteed to
be projected onto a continuous surface region due to depth discon© 2020 The Author(s)
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tinuities at silhouette edges. These problems can be easily detected
by generating a depth map of the model from the projector’s point
of view (using the camera parameters from the previous section)
and analyzing the depth gradient.

narrations onto an MP4 file. If this feature is missing, video recording/broadcasting software (e.g., OBS-Studio) can be used to record
the video.

3.5. Video analysis and ROI extraction
Since the video is expected to use the selected image as the background, users might not notice the drawing or annotations added
on top of it. This is especially important in VR applications with
room-size or larger tracking since users can freely move through
the virtual model by just walking. We thus analyze the video to
automatically detect changes and extract ROI that will be used to
draw the user’s attention towards the action.

Figure 5: Video frames will be projected onto the 3D model using
the estimated camera parameters. In this figure we darkened the
rest of the texture just for illustration purposes.
We simply map the gradient magnitude to colors in a
green(safe)-yellow-red(not safe) scale to visually indicate the regions where it is safer to draw. Large depth discontinuities are
also highlighted in red to indicate that connected drawings crossing these edges will no longer be connected when projected onto
the geometry (Figure 6).

The analysis is performed on a per-frame basis. We first resize
the frame (20% of its size) and convert it to grayscale since the
luminance channel suffices for detecting edges. We then compute
the dense (per-pixel) optical flow between consecutive frames using
Farneback’s method [Far03]. We neglect the direction of the optical
flow (2D vectors) and retain only their magnitude. We subtract from
this magnitude image the one from the previous frame, perform a
morphological dilation, and extract the contours of regions above
some threshold. The center of the largest contour is taken as the
ROI center. If no changes are detected, the frame uses the previous
frame’s ROI (initialized at the image center).
If the presentation contains very smooth transitions, consecutive
frames will exhibit indistinguishable optical flow. Using a larger
gap when comparing neighboring frames (or processing one every
N frames) makes motion detection more robust. In our experiments,
we found that processing one every five frames on a 30 fps video
provided excellent detection results even for slow drawing strokes
and content that is faded in or out progressively (Figure 7).

Figure 6: View of the 3D model from the estimated camera parameters (top left), depth map (top right), gradient magnitude (bottom
left) and final reference image (bottom right).

3.4. Video recording
The CH expert is now ready to tell the story. The only requirement is that the reference (undistorted image) must be used as the
background. Any presentation software can be used, as well as image editing applications. Some presentation applications (e.g., MS
Powerpoint) allow users to record hand-written annotations and
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 7: Motion detection example. Each column corresponds to
a pair of neighboring frames from a presentation supporting the
narrative. For each frame, we also show the detected optical flow,
bounding rectangles enclosing the detected changes, and the current ROI (white circle). The method is robust, e.g., to moving (red
arrow in the left column), expanding (rectangle in the middle column), and wiped items (red arrow in right column).
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4. Rendering stage
4.1. Color blending
The videos telling the short stories start to play when the associated
trigger is selected at rendering time. Following, we will detail how
the video containing the story is projected onto the 3D model and
how its color is blended.
In a typical scenario, the user-provided photo P has a very
high resolution (current high-end phone cameras can take up to
48Mpixel images), whereas video frames V have just screen resolution (e.g., FullHD).
The Vertex Shader outputs two sets of texture coordinates. One
is the traditional (s,t) pair to access the original color texture M
from the 3D scan model. The other is an (s,t,p,q) tuple computed
using projective texture mapping, using the estimated camera view
and projection matrices, and a scale-and-bias matrix [SKVW∗ 92].
These matrices convert world-space vertices into homogeneous
(s,t,p,q) texture coordinates.
When the video is playing, the Fragment Shader combines the
color from the different textures M, P, and V . Texture M is accessed
using the (s,t) pair, whereas the depth map (which plays a similar
role than a shadow map), the video frame V , and the selected photo
P are accessed using (s/q, t/q) coordinates. If the point (s/q, t/q)
is outside the unit square, the fragment is outside the projector’s
frustum. Thus the fragment shows the model’s color, optionally attenuated (e.g., 50%) when some video is playing, emphasizing the
region that defines the story’s scope.
Otherwise, we check the fragment’s depth (p/q) against the
depth map value at (s/q, t/q) to test for fragment-projector visibility. If the fragment is visible, color blending proceeds as follows. Let p and v be the colors sampled from P and V textures. We first compute a λ value that estimates be magnification/minification factor of the video texture. This value is computed
as λ = log2 max(k ∂uv
k, k ∂uv
k), where u = (w qs , h qt ) for a w × h
∂x
∂y
video. If λ >= 0, the video (or one of its mipmap levels around
λ) already shows an appropriate amount of detail. Thus the final
color is v. Otherwise, we gradually add detail from the photo to
the video by defining an interpolation parameter t = min(−λ, b)
and computing the final color as tp + (1 − t)v. This means that the
color projected onto the surface would be that of the video, except
for very close-up views, where detail from the (higher resolution)
photo is added. Parameter b ∈ [0, 1] controls how much photo detail is added for extreme close-ups; b = 1 will cause the video to
disappear in the closest fragments whereas e.g. b = 0.5 retains at
least a 50% contribution from the video. Figure 8 compares different blending options.
4.2. Avatar control
The system supports using a small collection of avatars. The purpose of these avatars is to guide the user’s attention towards the
per-frame ROI as the video plays. The simplest option, which we
implemented in our proof-of-concept demo, is to place the avatar at
the estimated camera position and let the avatar look at (or point to)
the ROI center. Our preferred option is a minimalist avatar holding
a virtual laser pointer that is smoothly directed towards the target.

Figure 8: Different blending options. Each row shows three snapshots from a zooming sequence towards the wall. In all of them, the
color outside the projector’s frustum has been attenuated for illustration purposes. The color inside the frustum is the original color
from the 3D model (top row), our approach with b = 0 (middle
row), and our approach with b = 1 (bottom row).

The 3D location of the target corresponding to a 2D point on the
video can be computed trivially using the depth map built from the
estimated camera pose.
5. Results and discussion
We implemented a proof-of-concept prototype to test the ideas presented in this paper. The preprocessing tools used during the authoring stage were written in C++ (image registration, gradient image) and Python (motion analysis). The runtime environment was
implemented using Three.js, a JavaScript library for 3D applications running in a web browser, and thus available on multiple
platforms, including desktop, mobile, and some VR headsets (e.g.,
Oculus Quest). All tests were run on a commodity PC.
5.1. Test models
We used a collection of 3D scans of Romanesque mural paintings as a test dataset. The environment (Sant Quirze de Pedret mural paintings at Museu Diocesà i Comarcal de Solsona) were 3D
scanned with a high-end Leica RTC360 scanner and textured with
a collection of photos registered against the 3D model. The simplified 3D model had 600k triangles and used a 4096×4096 texture
atlas.
5.2. Performance at authoring time
Following, we give some approximate figures to describe the performance of our system. All tests were run on a commodity PC
equipped with an Intel Core i7-4790K CPU, 32GB of RAM, 16GB
of swap memory, and a 2TB Toshiba DT01ACA200 HDD running
Ubuntu 20.04.
Recall that the image registration step requires the generation of
cubemaps and a sparse model (once per site) and the registration of
user-provided photos against the sparse model (once per image set).
For our dataset with 9 scans, we generated 45 images of resolution
2048 × 2048 pixels from equirectangular panoramas of resolution
© 2020 The Author(s)
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8192 × 4096 pixels, which took 5 min 7 s. Extracting features from
these images took 15 s, matching these features took 3 min 40 s, and
building the sparse model took 16.6 s.
Following, we registered against this model 45 high-quality photographs of 3984 × 2656 pixels. Extracting features for these images took 20 s, matching them took about 8 min, and registering
them to the existing model took 57 s. Overall, our collection of
10Mp photos took 9 min, and 5 s to get registered to the existing
model. This last running time is the most relevant since the CH expert will have to wait for the system to finish registration before
recording the presentation.
The running times for video analysis are less relevant since the
story can be played while waiting for the ROI data. Video processing times were about 14 s for each minute of the video.
5.3. Creating the presentation
Although the presentation format (video) and context (the selected
photo) are fixed, the actual contents of the story are only limited
by the presenter’s imagination. One of the most basic setups consists of using a pen tablet or touch screen for pointing, drawing,
outlining, annotating, hand-writing, and painting on top of the image while live-recording the desktop audio and video. Although
such handmade content might look less professional from a graphical design point of view, such human elements have been shown to
create warmness and soften the communication [RDA∗ 17]. A more
elaborated presentation might include additional multimedia added
on top of image parts showing planar surfaces such as walls.
5.4. User study
We conducted an informal user study to evaluate user preferences
regarding the way the visual story was presented. We recorded a
short (3 min 20 s) story (high-quality audio + FullHD video) using
as the background image a frontal view of a Romanesque mural
painting. Figure 9 shows some sample frames from the video.

Figure 10: Three conditions for the user study: Vid2D, VidTV and
VidProj.

model). All three conditions (Figure 10) were tested on a desktop
web browser using our THREEJS-based implementation.
For all three conditions, participants were just asked to listen
to the narration. For the VidTV and VidProj conditions, users were
instructed to get inside the main apse, which was just 2 meters away
in front of the starting position. The video started automatically
after the users entered the apse.
We used a within-subject design, with all participants testing all
conditions. In a short training session, participants were asked to
cycle multiple times through the three conditions and familiarize
themselves with the mouse-based navigation. Then, all three conditions were presented in random order.
At the beginning of the session, participants had to fill a short
questionnaire on demographic data. After testing all three experiences, participants rated each condition on a 0-10 scale for the
following dimensions:
• Q1. Fun and engagement (how fun was it?)
• Q2. Comfort (how comfortable was the watching it?)
• Q3. Exploration (how easy was to explore the environment while
listening to the story?).
• Q4. Overall rate (how much did you like the experience?)
We recruited 9 participants (7 female), aged 12-56 (M=35,
SD=18). Three were gamers. All of them were familiar with web
browsers. None of them was a CH expert.

Figure 9: Some frames from the video used for the user study.
We tested three presentation methods for the video: Vid2D (the
video was shown full screen as in a conventional video player),
VidTV (showing the video on a virtual TV within the 3D model,
in front of the wall), and VidProj (projecting the video onto the 3D
© 2020 The Author(s)
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Figure 11: User rates for the different questions under the three
conditions.
Figure 11 summarizes the user ratings. We tested for significant
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rate differences among conditions using a Friedman Test for Repeated Measures. At a significance level of 0.05, we found significant differences between user rates for questions Q1 (χ2r = 12.389
(2, N = 9), p-value=.00204), Q3 (χ2r = 9 (1, N = 9), p-value=.0027),
and Q4 (χ2r = 12.1667 (2, N = 9), p-value=.00228).
We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for pairwise comparisons. Here we only comment on statistically significant differences. For Q1, Q3, and Q4, users preferred VidProj over Vid2D
and VidTV. For the VidTV condition, we observed that most users
tended to watch the TV from a position where the TV occluded a
small portion of the view. They only approached the TV when the
video was showing small details. Their attitude was mostly passive, and navigation was reduced to a minimum when the video
was playing. Actually, 5 users complained about the TV being disturbing and annoying, despite the navigation mode did no collision
detection.
For the VidProj condition, most users continued to look around
while the video was playing and showed, in general, a more active
role. This suggests that VidProj allows users to have better control of the experience. Some users commented that they appreciated
the possibility of seeing and listening to all the explanations while
freely moving through the scene when using the VidProj condition.
The fact that the chosen photo covered a large part of the apse’s
front wall probably contributed to this.
Overall, these findings suggest that the proposed methodology
can result in engaging, free-viewing storytelling experiences.
6. Conclusions, limitations and future work
We have presented a simple-to-use method for the creation and visualization of short stories. The main idea is to use a photograph of
the CH object to support a video-based presentation projected onto
the surface of the 3D model. Since final users are free to move and
explore the 3D model, we automatically detect the changing ROI
and guide users towards it to catch up on the presentation flow after
looking around or getting close to some detail.
From the CH expert point of view, the amount of effort is comparable to that of delivering an online lecture, and the only extra effort
is to prepare a slide with the selected photo. The narrative focus is
naturally constrained to the objects appearing in the photo. However, we do not see this as a limitation since storytelling experts
recommend multiple short story units vs. long ones [RDA∗ 17].
Limitations Since drawings and annotations will be projected
onto the surface, some object views might not be appropriate
for such projection. Our approach works best for views showing cleared (unoccluded), frontal views of surfaces with moderate
depth changes. Ideal cases are, e.g., frontal views of mural paintings and low relieves. Tangential views and views showing surfaces
with large depth variations (e.g., a high relief) are less appropriate,
as the video frame will be considerably distorted when projected
onto these surfaces. This could be alleviated by persuading the user
to move close to the estimated camera location, where distortion
artifacts are less apparent, but at the expense of the benefits of free
exploration. In any case, the gradient images we compute give intuitive feedback about potential distortion artifacts. On the other

hand, the registration of some images against the model might fail.
In our experiments, we could register the majority of the images we
tested. However, images with little or no overlap with the scanned
model and images taken under very different conditions might not
provide enough matches to be aligned. ROI detection fails to get a
consistent center when the whole image content changes between
neighboring frames, but accurate ROI detection is less critical in
this case. Ideally, the selected photo should have an aspect ratio
similar to that of the presentation video. Since presentation videos
are usually in landscape 4:3 or 16:9 formats, this is the preferred
format for selected photographs.
Future work There are many avenues for future work. Our highest priority is to test the authoring part of the system with actual CH
experts. We already got some positive feedback, but further studies
are needed to evaluate the potential applications for short online
lectures, informal storytelling, and fast prototyping of story units.
Although some parts of the method were explicitly designed for
VR systems, due to the COVID-19 pandemic situation at the time
of this writing, we could not conduct the user study on VR headsets. We hypothesize that immersion, head-tracking, and the ability
to walk for physically navigating through the virtual environment
would further exhibit the proposed approach’s benefits. We also
plan to study further different minimally-intrusive and minimallydisturbing approaches for guiding the user’s attention towards the
part of the selected image being discussed. Also, how to link the
different stories and provide users with further guidance, using,
e.g., a graph-based adaptive system as in [RAMG15].
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